Rapid progress in the research and development in wireless technology has created different types of high performance and highly optimized wireless networks. They provide various types services like VoIP, multimedia, video conference, chatting etc. Unreliable and inefficient handoff procedures reduce the quality and reliability of the networks. So to maintain a certain level of Quality of Service (QoS) a seamless handoff should be ensured. Throughout the last few years there has been plenty of research aimed towards reducing handoff delay incurred in the different level of wireless communications. Here we propose a fast handoff method in which we use pre-authentication based on Neighbor Graph Algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
IEEE 802.11 based wireless local area networks (WLAN) have been widely deployed for business, research and personal applications nowadays. The most challenging issue in mobile network technology is handoff management. Quality of service (QoS) demanding applications like VoIP, multimedia, video conference, banking transactions etc need seamless handoff. Reliable and efficient handoff procedures offer a robust communication between two end points.
IEEE 802.11
IEEE 802.11 specifies [10] a set of Wireless LAN standards developed by working group 11 of IEEE LAN/MAN Standard Committee (IEEE 802). The 802.11 family includes (a-j) and n standards. 802.11b was the first widely accepted wireless networking standard followed by 802.11a and 802.11g. IEEE 802.11b and 802.11g use the 2.4 GHz and 802.11a uses the 5 GHz band.
IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g specify three different PHY layers however MAC is the same in all the three. 802.11 specify:
• 
Handoff Procedures
During mobility when a STA moves out from the coverage area of its previous AP and going to enter in a new AP's region, it breaks the link with old AP and connects to new one. Fig. 2 shows the complete handoff process. The overall handoff delay is the summation of scanning delay, authentication delay and re-association delay. According to [2] 90% of total handoff delay comes from scanning delay. By reducing scanning delay we can reduce handoff delay greatly. The range of scanning delay can be analyzed by (1) .
Where N is the total number of channels. ˠ is MinChannel Time and ˠ L is the MaxChannel Time. ˠ is the total scanning delay.
RELATED WORKS
A lot of researches have been dedicated to improve the handoff performances in IEEE 802.11 based networks [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .They proposed new algorithms or new protocols. For a QoS demanding applications like VoIP and multimedia seamless handover in mobility support has become a great issue. Total handoff process is divided into three steps as scanning, authentication and re-association, which are described early. As scanning process takes maximum time, most of the works are dedicated to resolve this problem. They proposed some effective scanning processes to reduce scanning delay.
Fig. 2 Handoff procedure
In [5] H.S. Kim et al proposed selective channel scanning mechanism. They use neighbor graphs. Neighbor graph is short scan algorithm which can give the nearest APs and their channels information. They need changes in network infrastructure and use of IAPP. They considered the scanning delay as 'the time from first probe request message to last probe response message'. They neglect client's processing delay.
In [2] , they take this into consideration as it has a significant role in total scanning delay. As the number of probe request messages increases, client's processing delay also increases.
Chung-Sheng Li et al. in [6] focused on neighbor graph caching mechanism for link layer handover. They use cache BSSIDs, SSIDs and channels of APs information or fast handoff mechanism Some researchers used GPS based technology to handle the mobility information and mobile node's velocity to reduce ping-pong effect and handoff delay [8] .
PROPOSED WORK
Here we proposed a pre-authentication based on relative signal strength (RSS) indicator and neighbor graph information (NG) to reduce handoff delay which causes data loss and forced call termination.
For our proposed work we consider the coverage area of an AP as regular hexagonal cell. We take two access points into our account to explain our proposed approach. Fig xx describes the scenario between two APs and notations used describe the following parameters.
We divide our proposed work into three sections:
1. Handoff Detection based on RSS. 2. Neighbor Graph Algorithm. 3. Handoff Execution.
Handoff Detection based on RSS
Handoffs are expensive and power consuming to execute so unnecessary handoffs should be avoided. Due to false handoff initiation in the overlapping region of two APs, the connection might be handed back and forth several times between them (ping-pong effect). Moreover unreliable and inefficient handoff procedures reduce the quality and reliability of the system. Decision of handoff can be made, based on certain level of RSS value. In this method the STA continuously monitors the signal strength and quality from the old AP and new APs. When certain range of RSS is met the STA checks the best channel and send handoff request. This is known as Mobile assisted handoff. RSS measurement based handoff detection is widely used because it is easy to implement.
We propose two levels of RSS value ˟ and ˟ HB to determine handoff initiation time. Where ˟ is the minimum required
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Authentication Response Authentication Probe Probe signal strength to maintain a connection with an AP and ˟ HB is the threshold value of RSS to initiate the handover process.
Fig. 3 Signal strength vs distance

Neighbor Graph Algorithm
The Neighbor Graph (NG) is an undirected graph [5] , whose each edge represents a mobility path between APs. For a given edge the neighbors of it represent the set of potential next APs. Physical topology of a wireless network and the corresponding NG is shown in figure below [4] .
The NG is defined as [2] G = (V, E) V= {IJ # IJ $ ,………………….IJ } e={IJ ,IJ {,
where G is the data structure of NG, V is the set containing all APs, E is the set which consists of edge (e), and N is the neighbor APs of an AP. But our method uses not only the topological information of APs but also channels and SSID information. Thus, we modify the data structure of the NG and proposed a new algorithm:
Where G' is the modified NG and V' is the set containing APs with BSSIDs, SSIDs and channels and traffic load (ˠ ) of neighbor APs.
E is the set of edges. NC is the neighbor APs of an AP. By this process they significantly reduce the handoff delay. It saves time as NGC consists of APs, channels and additional information of BSSIDs and SSIDs. 
Handoff Execution
We propose a pre-authentication method to take proper decision of handoff initiation in the overlap region of the two APs. Proper handoff initiation can reduce power consumption, ping-pong effect and packet loss during the migration of an STA from the coverage area of one AP to another AP. When the STA needs handoff it starts the NG algorithm, the NG server collects the NG information and save it to cache and gives it to the STA when it needs. The STA can know how many channels and which channels are being used by the neighboring APs and the traffic load on those channels. BSSID and SSID information are also collected to locate the neighbor APs easily. Our proposed approach is given in the following steps.
i.
After call setup the STA monitors the signal quality and measures RSS continuously. ii.
When the STA enters in the overlap region it gets neighboring AP's signal. iii.
If new AP's ˞˟˟ 4 ˟ the NG algorithm starts and NG server save the information in cache. This process runs iteratively till ˞˟˟ ˟ HB . iv.
STA fetch NG information and if new AP is present it sends beacon message to that AP. v.
The new AP's beacon kernel table updates with SSID information of STA. vi.
When old AP's ˞˟˟ ˟ HB the STA read the NG information again. vii.
The STA selects the best AP and send handoff initiation request. Otherwise it scans again using NG. 
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Result
We assume a cellular system where each cell or coverage region of AP is regular hexagon. In an urban area the cell size may vary from few meters (micro cell) to 1km (macro cell) for a standard IEEE 802.11x wireless networks. For our simulation we consider the following specifications of the network elements (Table 1) The figure [7] shows simulation scenario where AP0 is call originating cell and AP1 and AP2 is two neighboring cells and random mobility path of the mobile node (STA). When the STA gradually moves towards boundary of AP0 the signal strength decreases. When it enters in the overlap region AP0-AP1-AP2, NG algorithm starts if RSS of neighboring cells attain -65dBm (S n ) and hand off occurs when the threshold of RSS reaches to64dBm (S th ). These mobility and signal strength patterns are given in the tabular form (Table 2) . The table observation shows that when the MN is at (2.2,-1.8) the RSS of AP2 reaches -64.9872dBm and NG algorithm for overlap region Ap0-AP2 starts but the RSS decreases gradually afterwards so the hand off does not take place between AP0 and AP2. When the MN is at (2.8,-0.7) the RSS of AP1 reaches -64.9270dBm and NG algorithm for overlap region Ap0-AP1 starts and as the RSS gradually reaches to -64dBm the hand off occurs between AP0 and AP1 and MN is connected to AP1 after discarding the connection with AP0.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have discussed a handoff method using neighbor graph cache algorithm to reduce the scanning delay. We consider the RSS values and NG information to take right decision of handoff initiation process during mobility of STA. By taking the right decision of handoff initiation time we can reduce the handoff delay and handoff failure probability. Our simulation results show that the proposed method is efficient and support seamless handoff management in wireless local area networks.
